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Abstract: The OO-action systems formalism is a recent extension of action 
systems towards object-orientation. An OO-action system models an object
oriented system with active objects. In this paper we make the notion of a 
distributed object clear within this framework. Moreover, we show how object
based distributed systems are designed stepwise within a formal framework, the 
refinement calculus. 

INTRODUCTION 

The term distributed object can be understood in two ways: (1) a distributed 
object is an object that resides in some node of a network, or (2) it is an object 
which is itself distributed among a set of nodes in a network. Typically, the 
former interpretation is used and hence, a distributed object [25] is an object 
that can live anywhere in a network. Distributed objects are independent of 
each other and they communicate via method invocations. The latter approach 
gives an interesting and novel interpretation of a distributed object. In this 
paper we study a framework that supports both views in a unifying manner. 
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We propose an approach to the design of object-based distributed systems, 
so called OO-action systems, that is based on the action systems formalism. We 
take a class-based approach to object orientation: OO-action systems model 
classes and instances of classes, i.e. objects, are created at run time. The objects 
themselves are typically active having autonomous actions. Communication be
tween objects takes place via method invocations and shared variables. Shared 
variables are of importance for OO-action systems since they determine the 
externally observable behavior of the system. 

In our earlier work [10], we showed how an OO-action system is translated 
into an ordinary action system [8]: methods correspond to exportable proce
dures, attributes to shared and local variables, object variables to local vari
ables, and classes to entire action systems. A collection of classes is translated 
into a parallel composition of action systems. This translation allows us to use 
most of the theory built around action systems even when designing OO-action 
systems. 

In this paper we study the the OO-action systems without referring to the 
underlying translation. Hence we present a self-contained syntax and refine
ment rules for OO-action systems. Our goal is to make clear the notion of 
a distributed object within this framework supporting both views to object 
distribution described above. The second view where the objects themselves 
are distributed is faithful to the original action system approach to distrib
uted computing [8]. Moreover, a somewhat similar interpretation is taken in 
the DisCo specification language [16] as well as in [7]. In both of these action 
systems related works, objects are active and spend their lives participating in 
enabled actions. Otherwise our approaches to object-orientation and reasoning 
about objects are different. 

The OO-action system formalism is related with POOL [4] because objects 
are created dynamically, and their names can be assigned to variables. Fur
thermore, objects are active and distributed, hence, several objects are exe
cuted in parallel. The first model incorporating active objects was the actor 
model [15, 1]. Moreover, CCS and the 1r-calculus, have been llsed to give a 
semantics to POOL-type parallel object-oriented languages [17, 27]. Recently 
several formalisms and languages have been proposed that offer active objects, 
e.g. Java, Oblique [12] which supports distributed object-oriented computation 
and Oblets [11] which are written in Oblique and which have a family of Web 
browsers capable of running Oblets. 

The refinement calculus and related calculi [23, 24] have become popular 
foundations for program construction and for reasoning about specifications 
and implementations that meet their specifications. Action systems are de
signed stepwise within the refinement calculus [9]. We therefore defiIJ.e the 
notion of refinement for OO-action systems within the refinement calculus. 
Our notion of refinement is based on observing the state of the system via its 
global, observable variables. The reasoning about parallel and distributed ob
jects is carried out in a purely sequential manner, the USllal way of ,:elJSoning 
about action systems. We present proof rules to be used when designing and 
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reasoning about OO-action systems. Due to space restriction we will be rather 
informal in presenting and justifying these rules. Our goal is to show how they 
can be used to refine an arbitrary OO-action system towards a system with 
distributed objects. Moreover, both methods, actions, and the constructors of 
a class can be refined and refinement effectively supports reuse of code. 

When we refine a class with another class, the refined class can inherits 
methods and attributes from the original class. New attributes can be intro
duced in a refinement step and some methods can be overridden by the refined 
methods. Class refinement (= inheritance) ensures that each set of success
ful computations w.r.t. the observable attributes with the original class is also 
satisfied by the refined class. Moreover, we show how ·object-based distributed 
systems are stepwise specified and developed within the refinement calculus via 
specialized class refinements. 

Our notion of class refinement is based on data refinement for action sys
tems [6, 26]. Class refinement in the data refinement framework has also been 
studied by Mikhajlova and Sekerinski [21]. They construct new classes by in
heritance and overriding, but do not consider the addition of new methods. 
Moreover, their objects are not active and distributed as ours are. Class re
finement between Z specifications for object-oriented programs has also been 
reported in the literature [19]. Alternative frameworks for reasoning about 
object oriented systems include TLA [18] used for reasoning about DisCo spec
ifications, Hoare-style logic [2], and coalgebras, used for automatic reasoning 
on CCSL and JAVA classes [14]. 

We prpceed as follows. In the next section we introduce the CO-action 
systems, a formalism for the specification and development of object-oriented 
systems. Then we discuss ways in which distributed objects are modeled as 
OO-action systems. To illustrate the formalism we present an example of dis
tributed OO-action systems. In the subsequent section, we first describe some 
rules for the refinement of distributed OO-action systems and then we give 
some examples of refinement steps that aim towards distribution. We end in 
the last section with some concluding remarks. 

OO-ACTION SYSTEMS 

In this section we introduce OO-action systems. An OO-action system consists 
of a finite set of classes, each class body describing how instances of the class 
(objects) behave. Objects are dynamically created and executed in parallel. 

Actions. We will consider a fixed set Attr of attributes (variables) and as
sume that each attribute is associated with a nonempty set of values. Also, we 
consider a set Act of actions defined by the following grammar 

A ::= abort I skip I x:= v I x:e V I b -? I {b} I A; A I A I A. 

Here x is a list of attributes, v a list of values (possibly resulting from the 
evaluation of a list of expressions), V a nonempty set of values, b is a predicate 
over attributes. Intuitively, 'abort' is the action which always deadlocks, • skip , 
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is a stuttering action, 'x :- v' is a multiple assignment, 'x:e V' is a random 
assignment, 'b --+' is a guard of an action, '{b}' is an assertion, 'AI; A2' is 
the sequential composition of the actions 'AI' and 'A2" and 'AI ~ A2' is the 
nondeterministic choice between the actions 'AI' and 'A2'. For simplicity, we 
will often write 'b --+ A' in place of 'b --+ ; A' . 

The semantics of the above language of actions is defined in a standard way 
using weakest preconditions [13]. For any predicate P, 

wp( abort, P) = false 
wp(skip, P) = P 
wp(x := v, P) = P[x/v] 
wp(X:E V, P)= "I'll E V.P[x/v] 

wp(b--+, P) = b => P 
wp({b}, P) = b A P 
Wp(AI; A2,P)= wp(AI ,wp(A2,P)) 
Wp(AI ~ A 2, P)= wp(AI, P) A Wp(A2' P) . 

We say that an action A is enabled in a given state if its guard gd(A) _ 
..., wp(A, false) holds in that state. 

Classes and objects. Let CName be a fixed set of class names and OName 
a countable set of valid names for objects. We will also consider a fixed set of 
object variables OVar assumed to be disjoint from Attr. The only valid values 
for object variables are the names for objects in OName. The set of object 
actions OAct is defined by extending the grammar of actions as follows: 

o ::= A I q--+ I n:=o I new(c) I n:=new(c) I p I n.m I 
self·m I super.m I 0; 0 I 0 ~ 0 . 

Here A E Act, q is a predicate over attributes and object variables, n is an 
object variable, 0 is either an object name or the constants self or super (all 
three possibly resulting from the evaluation of an expression), c is a class name, 
p a procedure name, and m is a method name. Intuitively, 'n:= 0' stores the 
object name 0 into the object variable n, 'new(c)' creates anew object instance 
of the class c, 'n:8 new(c)' assigns the name of the newly created instance of 
the class c to the object variable n, 'p' is a procedure call, 'n.m' is a call of the 
method m of the object the name of which is stored in the object variable n, 
'self.m' is a call of the method m declared in the same object, and 'super.m' 
is a call of the method m declared in the object that created the calling object. 
Note that method calls are always prefixed by an object variable or by the 
constants self or super. Procedures and methods with call-by-value and call
by-results parameters can be handled by substitution (see [5] for a detailed 
study). 

We define the guard gd( 0) of an object action 0 to be the guard of the 
action in Act obtained by substituting every atomic object action of 0 with 
the action skip, where an atomic object action is 

q--+, n:= 0, new(c) , n:= new(c) , p, n.m, self.m, super.m. 

The resulting statement is an action in Act and hence its guard is well-defined: 
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A class is a pair (c,C), where c E CName is the name of the class and C is 
its body, that is, a statement of the form 

c = I[ attr y' := yO j x := xO 
obj n 
meth ml = Ml ; ... ; mh = Mh 
proc PI = PI ; ... ; Pk = Pk 
do 0 od 

11 . 

A class body consists of an object action 0 and of four declaration sections. 
In the attribute declaration the shared attributes in the list y, marked with 
an asterisk *, describe the variables to be shared among all active objects. 
Therefore they can be used by instances of the class C and also by object 
instances of other classes. Initially they get values yO. The local attributes in 
the list x describe variables that are local to an object instance of the class, 
meaning that they can only be used by the instance itself. The variables are 
initialized to the values xO. 

The list n of object variables describes a special kind of variables local to 
an object instance of the class. They contain names of objects and are used 
for calling methods of other objects. We assume that the lists x, y and n are 
pairwise disjoint. 

A method mi = Mi describes a procedure of an object instance of the class. 
They can be called by actions of the object itself or by actions of another object 
instance of possibly another class. A method consists of a method name 'm' 
and an object action 'M'. If ml(n) = n:= nl is a method which assign to the 
formal parameter n an object name nl, then we write nO.ml.m2 in an object 
action 0 as an abbreviation for nO.ml(n2) ; n2.m2, where n2 is an object 
variable not used in O. 

A procedure Pi = Pi describes a procedure that is local to the object instances 
of the class. It can be called only by actions of the object itself. Like a method, 
it consists of a procedure name 'p' and an object action forming the body 'P'. 

The class body is a description of the actions to be executed repeatedly when 
the object instance of the class is activated. It can refer to attributes which 
are declared to be shared in another class, and to the object variables and the 
local attributes declared within the class itself. It can contain procedure calls 
only to procedures declared in the class and method calls of the form n.m or 
super. m to methods declared in other classes. Method calls self. m are allowed 
only if m is a method declared in the same class. As for action systems, the 
execution of an object action is atomic. 

OO-action systems. An OO-action system 00 consists of a finite set of 
classes 

such that the shared attributes declared in each Ci are distinct and actions in 
each Ci or bodies of methods and procedures declared in each Ci do not contain 
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new statements referring to class names not used by classes in 00. Local 
attributes, object variables, methods, and procedures are not required to be 
distinct. 

There are some classes in 00, marked with an asterisk *. Execution starts 
by the creation of one object instance of each of these classes. Each object, when 
created, chooses enabled actions and executes them. Actions within an object 
operating on disjoint sets of local and shared attributes, and object variables 
can be executed in parallel. They can also create other objects. Actions of 
different active objects can be executed in parallel if they are operating on 
disjoint sets of shared attributes. Objects interact by means of the shared 
attributes and by executing methods of other objects. 

DISTRIBUTED OO-ACTION SYSTEMS 

Let us now consider in what ways we can model distributed objects with the 
OO-action systems formalism. Computationally, an OO-action system is a 
parallel composition of many objects, each of them representing an instance 
with of a class [10]. We can have parallel activity within an object as well as 
between different objects. Initially, only the objects generated from the classes 
marked with an asterisk are active, i.e. their actions are potentially enabled. 
These actions might make other objects active by executing a new statement 
in their action bodies. 

Let us consider a network of nodes and edges. We associate each object 
with some node in the network where it is executed. In a purely distributed 
system the objects communicate only by sending and receiving messages, i.e. 
via method invocations. In an OO-action system this means that no shared 
variables are used as means of communication. In case an object communicates 
with another object it does this by calling a method of the other object. 

From the above we have that a set of classes models a distributed object
based system when between every pair of classes referring to each others at
tributes there needs to be a communication medium for the underlying com
municating objects. When objects do communicate via shared variables we 
can still consider the whole system to be distributed if the objects that com
municate via the same shared variables are associated with a single node. The 
implementation again may provide a broadcasting network or a point-to-point 
network. 

The above interpretation follows approach (1) to distributed objects as de
scribed in the introduction to this paper. Let us now consider approach (2) 
where the objects themselves can be distributed. For this we again have a 
network of nodes and edges, but now we associate each attribute with some 
node in the network. In this way the objects become distributed among the 
nodes. The actions of an object referring to the distributed attributes are now 
executed in co-operation by any number of processes in a distributed manner. 
Two or more actions of an object can be executed in parallel, if they do not 
refer to common attributes. 
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An example: a phone company. As an example of an OO-action system 
we describe a phone company with many phones that can call each other. The 
system consists of two classes, one named PhoneCmp and another one named 
Phone: 

{(PhoneCmp, PC)·, (Phone, Ph)} . (1.1) 

The execution starts with the creation of one phone company (the class is 
marked with an asterisk). This phone company creates an arbitrary number 
phones (objects instance ofthe class named Phone) which may call each other. 
• The body PC of the class PhoneCmp is described below. It models a com
pany that can create new phones (when the variable allow_new_phones is true). 
When a new phone is created, it is added to the phone directory (a set of inte
gers represented by the attribute phonedir) that contains phone numbers. The 
link between a phone number i and the name of the phone is kept in the object 
variable names[i]. After a phone is created, the name of the phone company 
where it has been registered in is told to the phone. This is done by the phone 
company by calling the method Where of the created phone. Moreover, a copy 
of the current phone directory is handed over to the phone. Every now-and-then 
the phone company updates the individual phone directoriess of the customers 
via the Update method offered by the phones. Each phone company. offers a 
service Give_name to the phones: given a phone number, it will give the name 
of the phone (in a result parameter). 

pc= I[ attr 

]I 

obj 

meth 
proc 

do 

od 

phones" := 0; phonedir:= 0; allow_new_phones := true 
entry; 
names[l) ; ... ; names[n) ; ... 
Give_name(x, n) = (n:- names[x)) 
Update(n) = ( phones:- phones + 1; 

phonedir := phonedir U {phones}; 
names[phones) := n ) 

allow_new_phones --+ entry:= new{Phone}; 
Update ( entry); 
entry. Where( self) ; 
entry. Update(phonedir) 

Vi E {1..phones }:names[i). Update(phonedir) 
allow_new_phones :e {true, false} 

Here the variable phones stores the number of phones registered at the company, 
and entry is the name of the new phone to be registered in the phone directory. 

Next we describe the body Ph ofthe class Phone. Each phone has a variable 
number which stores for the caller the number of the phone to which it is 
currently connected, or, if the phone is not connected, the number of the last 
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phone it called. 

Ph= II attr 
obj 
meth 

proc 

do 

od 

11 

number := -1 ; idle := true; phonedir := 0; registered := false 
company; callee 
AccepLcalLfrom( n) = ( idle f\ n '" self -+ idle:= false; 

cal lee := n ) 
Where(y) = company := y ; registered := true) 
Return = (idle:= true) 
Update(p) = (phonedir:= p) 
Call = ( number:E phonedir; 

company. Give_name( number, caliee); 
callee .AccepL.caILfrom( self); 
idle := false ) 

idle f\ registered -+ Call 
...,idle -+ caliee.Return ; idle := true 

Phones have two actions, one for calling other phones and another one for end
ing a call. Only a registered phone in an idle state may call another phone. 
In this case a number is selected from the phonedir and the name of the cor
responding object is obtained by the company via the method Give_name and 
stored in the object variable callee. If the phone callee is idle then both phones 
are connected and enter in a not-idle state. One of the two phones can now 
break the connection and both phones return in their idle state. 

The OO-action system above models a distributed system of objects: there 
are no shared attributes among the generated objects which only communicate 
via method invocations. The class PhoneCmp is a centralized resource with the 
responsibility of keeping every copy of the phone directory up-to-date. Hence, 
an object of this class must be able to communicate with every phone object. 
Moreover, the underlying communication network must be able to establish 
a communication channel between each pair of phones as a single phone can 
potentially call any other phone. Within the body PC we observe that out of 
the three actions the two last ones can be executed in parallel in an object as 
they share no attributes. An object of this class could thus be executed in a 
distributed manner. 

REFINING OO-ACTION SYSTEMS 

In this section we give a number of refinement rules that can be applied be
tween OO-action systems. The rules are such that the observable behavior of 
objects in execution w.r.t the shared attributes is preserved during the refine
ment steps. Formally, the behavior of an OO-action system can be described by 
a set of traces: finite or infinite sequences of states describing only the shared 
attributes, without finite repetition of the same state (finite stuttering), and 
possibly terminating with a special symbol to denote abortion. A refinement 
relation between two OO-action systems preserving traces (when the system 
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to be refined does not abort) is presented in [10], where a set of rules for this 
relation is also given. Soundness of these rules is obtained via an infinitary 
translation of OO-action systems into action system. In this section we present 
some of these rules in a restricted version and a new rule (Rule 4) useful for 
generating new distributed objects. All these rules can be presented ·without 
the above infinitary translation, and are useful when working with distributed 
OO-action systems. 

Action refinement. Refinement between actions in our framework is based 
on the weakest precondition predicate transformers semantics for actions [6]. 
Let A be an action that refers to the local attributes x and to the shared at
tributes V, and A' be an action referring to the local attributes x' and to V. We 
say that the action A is data refined by the action A' using an abstmction rela
tion R(x, x', V) between the local attributes x and x' and the shared attributes 
V if for all predicates 'P on x and V 

R A wp(A, 'P) =? wp(A/, 3x.R A 'P), 

where 3x.R A 'P is a predicate on x' and v. In other words, whenever A 
establishes a certain postcondition with respect to the variables v, so does A'. 
We denote by A :5R A', the refinement of A by A' using R. 

We cannot extend the above definition to object actions because we did 
not give a semantics for statements manipulating object variables in terms of 
predicate transformers. However we can define a notion of refinement between 
object actions piecewise, by refining only those parts of the action that do not 
refer to object variables and class names. For this purpose, we define a context 
to be an object action with a finite number of holes in it. Formally, we extend 
the grammar defining the set OAct with a 'hole' symbol '-'. 

Every object action 0 has a maximal context C[-,···, -] obtained by sub
stituting each action in Act (of maximal size) of 0 by an hole -. Hence each 
object action 0 is equivalent to its maximal context applied to the. actions 
which have been substituted by the holes. For example, the object action 

n =I- self ~ x =I- o~ new(c) j (x :=0 I x:- 1) 

is equivalent to CIA!, A2 ], where 

C[-, -] == n =I- self ~ j - jnew(c) j -

Al == x =I- O~ 
A2 == (x : .. 0 I x := 1) . 

For each context C[-,···, -] we say that an object action C[Ab ···, An] is 
data refined by another object action C[A~,···, A~] via an abstract relation R 
if Ai:5R Ai for i E {I,···, n}. 

Since every object action is a context applied to some ordinary actions, we 
denote the above refinement relation by 0 :5 R 0 ' . Informally, an object action 
o is data refined by another object action 0 ' whenever every action in 0 
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not referring to an object variable or class name is data refined via R by a 
corresponding action in 0'. The actions referring to object variables and class 
names are left unrefined. 

Class refinement. We start by a simple rule which allows to substitute a 
class in an OO-action system by a refinement of that class. Let A be an action 
in Act. We say that a class (c,C) with 

C = I[ attr y. :~ yO ; :c :- :cO 

11 

obj n 
meth ml = Ml ; . " j mit = Mit 
proc PI = PI ; •.. ; Pic = Pic 
do Ood 

is class-refined by a class (c,C') with 

c' = I[ attr y. := yO ; x' := :c'0 

11 

obj n 
meth ml = M{ ; ... ; mit = M!. 
proc PI=Pf;"';Pk=Pk 
do 0' I A od 

if there is a relation R(x, x') between the local attributes x and x' such that, 

1. Attributes: R( aO, cO), 

2. Methods: for each i E {I, .. " h}, M. ~R M: and R 1\ gd(M.) ~ gd(Mt), 

3. Procedures: for each i E {I, ... , k}, Pi ~R Pt and R 1\ gd(P.) ~ gd(Pi), 

4. Class Bodies: 0 ~R 0' and R 1\ gd( 0) ~ gd( 0') V gd(A), 

5. New actions: skip ~R B and R ~ wp( do B od , true). 

Class-refinement between classes guarantees that the observable behavior of 
the objects generated from class (c,C) w.r.t to shared attributes y is preserved 
by the objects of the class (c,C'). Observe that in a more general setting 
the relation R would also depend on the shared attributes y [lO].Since class
refinement preserves the behavior w.r.t. these attributes, class-refinement can 
be lifted. to a refinement between OO-action system as follows. 

Rule 1 If 00 be an OO-action system such that (c,C) E 00 and (c,C) is 
class-refined by (c, C') then 00 is refined by 00 \ {( c, C)} U {( c, C')}, where 
the class (c, C') is marked with an asterisk if the class (c, C) is marked with an 
asterisk in 00. 

The soundness of the above rule, as well as for all other rules given .below, 
is shown in [10] with respect to subset inclusion of finite or infinite sequences 
of states restricted only the shared attributes, without finite stuttering, and 
possibly terminating with a special symbol to denote abortion. 
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Introducing new classes. Next we give a rule which allows an OO-action 
system to duplicate one of its classes. The class which is duplicated can then 
be refined according to the previous rule. 

Rule 2 Let 00 be an OO-action system such that (c, C) E 00 and assume 
c' E CName is a class name not 'used in 00. Let C' be a copy of C without 
declaration of shared attributes. Then 00 is refined by 00 U {(c',C')}, where 
the class (c', C') is not marked by an asterisk. 

Refining new statements. The following refinement rule allows us to make 
reference to classes that are refinements of existing classes in an OO-action 
system. 

Rule 3 Let 00 be an OO-action system and assume that (c, C) and (c', C') are 
two classes in 00 such that C' is a copy of C except for declaration of the shared 
attributes which are distinct. Let (d, V) be a class in 00 and define V' to be 
as V but where some of the occurrences of new ( c) have been replaced either by 
new(c') or by new (c) I new(c'), and some of the of the occurrences ofn:;=new(c) 
have been replaced either by n := new (c') or by n := new ( c) ~ n := new ( c') . Then 
00 is· refined by 00 \ {(d, V)} U {(d, V')}. The class (d, V') is marked by an 
asterisk only if (d, V) is marked by an asterisk in 00. 

Distributing a class. Using the next rule we can split a class into two 
separate classes both of which can generate new distributed objects. 

Rule 4 Let 00 be an OO-action system such that (c, C) E 00 with the class 
body: 

c = I[ 

11 . 

attr y. := yO ; xl, x2 := x1O, x20 
obj nl, n2 
math ml = Ml ; m2 = M2 
proc pI = PI ; p2 = P2 
do AID A20d 

Let now (c, C') have the class body: 

C' = 

11 . 

attr 
obj 
math 

do 

y' :- yO ; bl :- true; b2 :- true 
nl',n2' 
ml = (-,bl-t nl'.ml); m2 = (-,b2 -t n2'.m2); 
geLnl'(n) = n:- nl' ; get_n2'(n) = n:- n2' 

bl -t nl' := new( cl) ; bl := false 
b2 -t n2' :- new( c2) ; b2 := false od 

Then 00 is refined by 00\ {(c,C)}U{(c,C'), (cl,Cl), (c2,C2)} where (cl,Cl) 
is the class with the class body that we get when we remove A2 and the dec
larations of y, x2, n2, m2, p2 from C and add to it two methods per local at
tribute xl and object variable nl, namely get_xl, geLnl to read its value and 
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set...xl, sel-nl to assign a new value. Thereafter, every remaining read reference 
to x2 in CI is replaced by super.gel-n2'.geLx2 and every remaining write refer
ence to it by super.geLn2'.set...x2. Every remaining reference to the object vari
able n2 is replaced by a reference to an object variable via super.get_n2'.get_n2. 
Moreover, every procedure p I becomes a method and a call to it in CI is replaced 
by self.pI. A remaining call to p2 is replaced by a method call super.geLn2'.p2. 
The class body of the class (c2, C2) is received similarly from C. The class (c, C') 
is marked by an asterisk only if (c, C) is marked by an asterisk in 00. 

We can informally justify this rule as follows. The original class body C 
is replaced by three class bodies C', CI, C2. The first of these, C', will redi
rect every call to a method ml, m2 to the respective method in one of the 
new classes CI, C2. If the two classes CI, C2 need to refer to each others lo
cal attributes or object variables, this is done via the get and set methods 
by first asking for the identity of the corresponding object from the class C' 
(super.gel-nl', super.get_n2'). The atomicity of actions guarantees that a read 
of the value of an attribute x via a method call geLx followed by a write of the 
attribute via a method call set...x will not be interfered by other actions. 

Refining the phone company. In this section we give some examples of 
refinement of the OO-action systems modelling a simple phone company intro
duced earlier. We want to refine the system in order to allow for two kinds of 
phones: ordinary phones and pay phones. The latter must be managed by a 
separate company. Thereafter the work of the phone company is distributed 
among different departments. Moreover, the system of phones and pay phones 
must form a collection of independently working distributed objects. 

We begin with refining the body of the class (Phone, Ph). We introduce a 
new type of phone PPh, a so-called pay phone. It has a credit variable, which 
can recharge itself up to a certain limit L. If there is no credit, the phone is not 
working in the sense that it cannot initiate phone calls. However, when there is 
no credit it is still possible to receive calls. It is easily proved that (Phone, Ph) 
is class-refined by (Phone, PPh) using the relation 

a=cI\O~credit~L 

where a denotes the local attributes of Ph, c the corresponding local attributes 
of PPh, and 

PPh= I[ attr 

obj 
meth 

proc 

number:- -1; idle:= true; 
phonedir :- 0 ; registered :- false ; credit := 0 
company ; callee 
Accept_call_from(n) = ... 
Where(y) = ... 
Return = ... 
Update(p) = ... 
Call = ... 



do 

od 
II 

idle /\ registered /\ credit> 0 -+ Call j credit := credit - 1 
..,idle -+ callee.Return j idle := true 
credit < L -+ credit := credit + 1 
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Hence, using Rule 2 and Rule 1 we have that the OO-action system given 
in (1.1) is refined by the OO-action system 

{(PhoneCmp, PC)*, (Phone, Ph), (PayPhone, PPh)} (1.2) 

Note that the pay phones are not connected to the rest of the system, because 
nobody creates such objects. 

Next we use Rule 2 to introduce in a similar way, a second phone company 
PCI which is a copy of PC but for the shared attribute phone which is missing. 
Thus we obtain that the OO-action system described in (1.2) is refined by 

{(PhoneCmp, PC)*, (PhoneCmp2, PCI), (Phone, Ph), (PayPhone, PPh)}. 

Thereafter we use Rule 3 to replace the phones of the new phone company by 
pay phones substituting the object action new (Phone) by new(PayPhone) in 
the first object action of the class. Hence the above OO-action system is refined 
by the OO-action system 

{(PhoneCmp, PC)*, (PhoneCmp2, PC2), (Phone, Ph), (PayPhone, PPh)} , 

where PC2 = PC/[new(PayPhone)/new(Phone)]. 
Finally, we want to distribute the work of the PhoneCmp2 by splitting its 

class body PC2 into three parts, PC2/, Mgt, PhD, where PC21 redirects the 
method calls of the original class PC2 to the new classes, Mgt models a man
agement department that decides if new pay phones can be created, and PhD 
models a department that creates the phones and keeps them up-to-date. The 
class bodies are as follows: 

PC2' = I[ attr 
obj 
meth 

bl, b2 := true, true 
m,p 
Give_name(x, n) = p.Give_name(x, n) 
geLm(n) = n:= m j geLp(n) = n:= p 

II 
Mgt = I[ 

II 

do 
bl -+ m := new (Management) j bl :- false 

~ b2 -+ p := new(PhoneDept) j b2 := false 
od 

attr allow_new_phones := true 
meth get_allow_new_phones = allow_new_phones 
do allow_new_phones :E {true,false} od 
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PhD= I[ attr 
obj 
meth 
proc 
do 

phonedir := 0 
entry; names[l) j ••• j names[n) j ••• 

Givll.-name(x, n) = ... 
Update{n) = ... 

super.get_m.geLallow_new_phones -+ entry:= new{PayPhone)j 
Update{entry)j 
entry. Where{self)j 
entry. Update{phonedir) 

I Vi E {1..phones}:names[i).Update{phonedir) 
od 

11 
Observe that because the attribute phonedir and procedure Update are not 
referenced in the class Mgt they can be kept local to the class PhD 

By Rule 4 we obtain that the above OO-action system is refined by the 
OO-action system 

{(PhoneCmp, PC)·, (PhoneCmp2, PC2'), (Management, Mgt), 
(PhoneDept, PhD), (Phone, Ph), (PayPhone, PPh)}. 

We now have that the phone network is completely distributed as the phone 
classes have only local attributes. The phone companies, however, share the 
attribute phones. Hence, the system is not truly distributed. However, within 
the pay phone company, the two departments can work in parallel and inde
pendently of each other. Further refinement steps could be used to separate 
the company numbers (in a similar manner as the phonedir is distributed). 
Alternatively, if we want the companies to be able to share the numbers in 
a distributed manner we could generate a higher level organization, a govern
ment, to maintain the phone attribute. Moreover, the pay phone company is 
not active. Refinements to solve this problem are carried out elsewhere [10]. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

An OO-action system is a description of a set of classes. At run time this set 
has an interpretation as a network of concurrently executing, active, distributed 
objects. Moreover, we can have parallelism in the system both within an object 
and between objects depending on the view we take on distribution. 

One way of looking at the two approaches to distributed objects as described 
in the introductory section within our framework is that in initial stages of 
designing OO-action systems we can take view (2): given a class that give 
rise to objects that refer to many attributes and contain many parallel active 
actions, we can split it into set of classes where every class gives rise to objects 
that basically refer to attributes local only to the corresponding objects. Hence, 
during the refinement steps, classes that communicate via shared attributes are 
split into classes which communicate via method calls only. The refinement 
concerning the phone company followed this pattern: the original class body 
PC2 contained parallel activity while the split class bodies Mgt and PhD in 
the refined system localize this activity to distributed objects. 
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Distributed objects typically move around [25]. A straightforward way to 
introduce mobile objects into the OO-action systems formalism is to add an 
extra location attribute into every class in the style of Mobile UNITY [20] and 
mobile process calculi [3, 22]. This would denote the current location of the 
generated object. Moreover, the behaviors of the objects could be dependent 
on the value of the location attributes. This direction is left for future research. 
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